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Maureen's velvet voice and sound effects makes meditating with the Archangels easy and delightful. 9

MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Meditation, GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel Details: Maureen St.Germain's CD

on the Meditation to the Archangels leads one straight into their wings. Maureen understands the

energies of the Angelic Realms Drunvalo Melchizedek ***** Journey into the realm of angelic possibilities

with this powerful guided meditation.Rainbow Angel Meditation is for connecting with the Archangels. You

will find Maureens beautiful velvet voice and soothing background music the perfect complement to your

prayers to the Archangels.It is subtitled, editation to the Archangels. This CD will take you through the

Seven Archangels and their purposes. This guided meditation will enable you to add your own prayers

throughout the mediations. This meditation was performed live for over six months in 22 cities where

Maureen was repeatedly asked, "Where can I get a copy of this?" Maureen went into the studio and

created this guided meditation and accompanying music and sound effects. Classically trained, Maureen

writes and mixes all her own sound - always guided by the inner wisdom - what works for a specific

angel's meaning. You will love how she creates spaces for you to insert your own specific or personalized

part of the prayer. A modern day mystic, author of You are the Genie in the Bottle, and certified Flower of

Life instructor, Maureen J. St. Germain spends over 200 days per year leading workshops, and tours to

sacred sites including Egypt, Hawaii, and the U.K. Maureen developed these meditations in her

workshops, and created these CDs in response to overwhelming demand from her workshop participants.

Her acknowledged expertise in Sacred Geometry, Numerology, Alchemy, Manifestation, Feng Shui,

Hathors, and the Teachings of the Ascended Masters gives her guided meditations a uniquely fresh

perspective and depth.
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